


know your mountains 
The unclimbed north face of Mount Temple in the Canadian 

Rockies. Gigantic avalanches of ice frequently crash 4500 

feet down this face. Photo by Ed Cooper 
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At sunrise, Eagle Cap 

casts long reflections into Moccasin lake, held in the rocky embrace 

of the Wallowa mountains in northeastern Oregon. 

Eagle Cap rears its stony crest 9,595 feet. 

Oregon State Highway Commission Photo 
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Unique in volcanic Oregon are the lofty granite 
and marble Wallowa Mountains, which have been 

thrust skyward through a vast covering of lava in 
the extreme northeastern corner of the state. Not 
only is this giant uplift the rougnest thousand 

square miles between the Cascades and the Rockies, 

but its topography and drainage are among the 

strangest and most complicated in America. 

The Wallowas consist of an elongated dome cut 

and carved into sharp ridges and deep valleys by 

streams flowing outward in all directions from the 

highest central section. To the east and west are 

outlying ridges that curve northward to enclose 

broad Wallowa River Valley in a semicircle of 

mountains. Thus the Wallowas on the map resemble 

a big, thick half moon, 80 miles long and 25 miles 

across at the widest point. Nowhere is there a 

central divide, crest or backbone; instead the Minam 

River on the west and the Imnaha to the east rise 

among the highest peaks, 4 miles from each other, 

and flow in deep valleys along the curving axis of 

the range to its extremities at the horns of the half 

moon. 

The Wallowas were profoundly sculptured by moving 
ice four times during the million or so years of the 

Pleistocene Epoch., and show the characteristic 

features of a heavily glaciated alpine region: U-

shaped canyons ascending in steps to rocky cirques 

which hold groups of little lakes and lawn-like 

meadows; polished and grooved rock surfaces; and 

long morainal embankments of earth and boulders. 

Several small remnant ice bodies still cling to the 

shady sides of the highest summits. 

Wallowa forests are not so dense as in humid  

western Oregon, nor are the trees so large. The 
sunny, open stands of ponderosa at lower elevations 

give way at mid-altitudes to douglas, white and 
grand firs, lodgepole and western white pines, 

and western larch. Below timberline is a belt of 

engelmann spruce, alpine fir, and whitebark pine. 

The range is divided between two national forests: 

the Wallowa north and the Whitman south. The com-

bined supervisor's headquarters are at Baker. Maps 

and information may be obtained there or at the 

Enterprise and Joseph Ranger Stations. 

In the high central section where the range reaches 

its scenic climax, is the Eagle Cap Wilderness 

Area. This is a rugged mountain region of some 

345 square miles which contains bold 9,000- to 

10,000-foot peaks, dozens of lakes, and miles of 

cascading streams with some of the finest fishing 

in Oregon. A band of bighorn sheep roam to the top-

most crags, while mule deer and elk are abundant 

in the valleys. In fact, the Wallowas are particularly 
rich in varied wildlife and vegetation. This magnifi-

cent roadless wilderness is easiest reached from 

Lostine, Joseph, or Wallowa Lake to the north and 

Cornucopia on the south slope. Packers and guides 

are available at these places and several others. 

Mid-July to late August is the best time to visit 

the high country. 

The focal point of the Area is Lake Basin, 7,300 

feet elevation, at the head of the West Fork of 

Wallowa River, 13 miles by trail from the road-end 

at Wallowa Lake. In a wide granite multiple cirque 

is a cluster of sparkling lakes amidst spreading 

meadows. Park-like groups of pines, firs, and spruce 

dot the basin, and it is said that 300 varieties of 

WILD WA LLOWA S 
by Weldon F. Heald 
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Glacier lake rests at the base of Eagle Cap in the Wallowa mountains. The granite peak is 9,595 feet high and is one of 
a number of towering heights in the Wallowa tangle of mountains studded by hidden valleys and glistening lakes and 
threaded by alpine streams. Oregon State Highway Commission Photo 

wildflowers grow there. Delightful camping spots 

can be found beside Moccasin, Mirror, Lee, Douglas, 

and Horseshoe lakes, and a week or two might be 

spent fishing, hiking, and climbing the score of 

high peaks in the vicinity. Best known is Eagle Cap, 

9,595 feet, but most striking is the Matterhorn, 9,845 

feet, which juts up to a shining blue-white marble 

prow above the forest fringed meadows of Hurricane 

Creek Canyon. A mile to the north is the sharply 

contrasting metamorphic red bulk of Sacajawea Peak, 

4 

9,833 feet, named for the Shoshone Indian girl inter-

preter of Lewis and Clark. Lonely, barren Ice Lake 

lies in a deep basin beneath the plunging east faces 

of these two peaks. 

Many of the crests are brightly banded with color 

and some of them are capped with basalt, the re-

mains of. the original lava covering. Sentinel Point, 

9,500 feet, and Petes Point, 100 feet higher, give 

spectacular views; the latter overlooking Aneroid 

Lake in another delectable mountain basin at the 
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"Courtesy "Scenic .Guide to Oregon" 

head of the Wallowa River's East Fork. In the west-
ern section of the Wilderness Area are Steamboat, 
Long and Swamp lakes, and south of Eagle Cap is 
Eagle Lake —all located in interesting alpine 
country. 

At the north base of the mountain is glacial 
Wallowa Lake, 4,404 feet elevation, one of Oregon's 
most popular summer resorts. It is a superb sheet 
of blue, four miles long, backed by the rocky peaks 
of the Wallowas soaring grandly, nearly a vertical 
mile above the water. Among the groves of pines 
and firs on the lake shore are lodge, cabins, store, 
horses and boats for hire, and overnight camping, in-
cluding trailer sites, at Wallowa Lake State Park at 
the south end. Here hiking and riding trails lead 
into the mountains to the high Peaks and lakes of 
the Wilderness Area. 

The Wallowas and wide, circular Wallowa River 
Valley to the north were once the domain of the Nez 
Perce Indians who were ruled in succession by two 
chieftains named Joseph —father and son. The story 
of the younger Chief Joseph's struggle against the 
whites to keep the ancestral home of his people is 
one of the epics of the Old West, and his master-
ful 1,000-mile retreat through Idaho into Montana in 
1877 proved him to be a remarkable strategist and 
general. The grave of the older Chief Joseph is 
marked by a stone shaft at the northern end of 
Wallowa Lake. Today the mountains and "Valley-of-
the-Winding-Waters" belong to all of us —we can en-
joy them to the full. But our sympathies are apt to 
be with the Indians, for we whites brutally wrested 
from them one of the finest regions in the whole 
Oregon Country. 
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Great 

One of the most durable legends among the outdoor 

types is that you can easily tell a greenhorn from 

an experienced wilderness buff by simply looking 

at his equipment. If he has a lot of it and appears 

about to collapse beneath weight, he's new to the 

hills. If, on the other hand, he looks like he's 

wandered off from the trailhead and forgotten his 

pack, he's undoubtedly a grizzled veteran brimming 

over with woodsy lore and survival knowhow and 

probably has his whole outfit in his back pocket. 

Respected works like Going Light With Backache or 

Burro have perpetuated this myth and for years one 

of the better known suppliers of mountaineering 

equipment has strongly intimated in his ads that 

anyone carrying a pack weighing in excess of 24 

ounces is definitely overloaded. 

Either ten years of walking up hill and down have 

not knocked the green paint off me, or I am clearly 

operating outside the course of history. 

A decade or so ago my total equipment consisted 

of a very light sleeping bag (stitched-through and 

more-or-less stuffed with chicken feathers), a dented 

tin cup, and a jacket that encouraged the wind to 

whistle and come on in. There was also a nylon 

poncho at my disposal, only all the coating had 

worn off and it seemed inclined to absorb moisture 

from the air, even on dry days, so I usually left it 

at home. Thus, my pack was very light. 

On weekend trips I used to put the cup in the 

sleeping bag, roll it up and tie a rope around it, 

which enabled me to sling the whole thing from my 

shoulder. On longer trips a pair of socks and a 

toothbrush joined the cup. At mealtimes I tried to 

arrange to share a spoon with someone. (Later, 

when I fell heir to a pair of surplus paratrooper 

boots, one romantic remarked that the total effect 
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was rather like that of Van Johnson slogging through 

the fog in "Battleground.") 

With this "pack" and the traitorous jacket I 

traveled light indeed, having no choice. Regardless 

of the terrain, I seldom breathed hard and no one 

ever asked me to carry any of the extra group food, 

knowing full well where I would have to do so. I 

suppose that there are still people around who, 

having seen me flitting through the boondocks in 

those days, are convinced they once witnessed a 

real outdoorsman in action. 

ollecting 

With a beginning like that, theory or no theory, it 

would have been almost impossible for me to reduce 

the weight of my equipment. I didn't, either. For 

one thing, after I got out of school and found a job 

I had a little money and I wanted to buy some better 

equipment —a warm sleeping bag, a poncho that 

shed water, a tent, perhaps, a cook kit, a parka, 

boots. But, like many another, I soon discovered 

I couldn't afford really lightweight equipment and 

so I compromised; I bought surplus where possible. 

The basic trouble with this solution lay in the 

assumptions of the men in the Pentagon who de-

signed the equipment. They were apparently con-

vinced that G.I., typical, M-1 was 6 feet, 8 inches, 

weighed 275, was as strong as a muskox and ad-

dicted to driving tanks over his equipment or throw-

ing it off high cliffs. The commodious old G.I. ruck-

sack was a wonderous piece of equipment but since 

very few civilians wanted to carry field kitchens, 

water-cooled machine guns or brigadier generals up 



Equipment Dilemma 
By Malcolm MacKay 

mountains, it was, possibly, a little too large and 

a bit heavy. Owning one usually meant that any 

extra food or equipment in the party wound up on 

your back. 

The military poncho weighs as much as a small 

tent —which is what it is —and it tends to trip us 

little fellers at bad moments. The G.I. ski-mountain 

boots helped to develop sturdy leg muscles in any-

one able to move about while wearing them, but I 

discovered they also had a predilection for getting 

their big toes stuck beneath the cross pieces of 

snowshoes, with lamentable results to the wood. The 

box toe was handy, though, if you wanted to carry 

a little extra lunch, reading matter, or spare socks. 

leeping 

The piece de resistance of all this, however, was 

the sleeping bag, mountain, winter. Seven feet 

long, weighing nine pounds, it was alleged to be 

usable at twenty below on bare ground. Mine was a 

Korea model, presumably developed after the Reds 

caught some of our boys asleep in their sacks—it 

had a pop-open zipper. This device enabled the 

occupant to give the zipper slide a sharp tug and 

split the bag open from top to bottom for a quick 

exit. Though I never found myself bivouacked in 

any danger from marauding Chinese, the zipper 

seemed to have memories of more tumultous times 

for it would pop open of its own accord, usually on 

the coldest nights. In the dark, especially at zero 

or below, it was well nigh impossible to reassemble 

the slide and the zipper teeth. See the funny dis-

coloration on my fingers? 

As the years passed I gradually succeeded in 

replacing my old heavy stuff, often by selling it to 

others who were taking the surplus route. Today I 

have a very good, light sleeping bag. Or bags, I 

should say; the outer is so light and compact that I 

need to add an inner bag whenever the temperature 

drops to about 35 degrees. And being older, and 

overpaid. I have a full-length air mattress. That's 

another three pounds, and a slightly ruptured lung 

every time I blow it up in the hills. (With the bags 

and the air mattress the total weight is no more 

than the old G.I. bag, but in an effort to solve the 

inflation problem I bought a mattress pump. I also 

have a half-length mattress which is about as 

comfortable as sleeping on a coffee table, but no 

one will pay me what it's worth so I seem to be 

stuck with it.) Then, too, my wife and I are the 

fond owners of a double sleeping bag: six and one 

half pounds. And a tent —six, seven pounds with 

poles and pegs. It rains a lot up here so we have a 

fly for the tent—nine feet by twelve feet, four mil 

plastic; it only weighs. . . a little. 

arkas 

The old jacket is gone; now I have parkas. You 

will notice the plural. I've got one that is nylon 

and very, very windproof. It only weighs twelve 

ounces and being rather phosphorescent, it enlivens 

any color slide, but in a way it reminds me of my 

old poncho —it's alarmingly thirsty. So I have a 

couple of other parkas which are cotton or cotton- 

to next page, please 



and-something mixtures which shed water a little 

better. For real storms I have a rain shirt, too, 

which is a plastic parka, really, and weighs only a 

few ounces. It is perfectly waterproof and is excel-

lenti f you aren't moving around much, but as soon 

as you become active the rain shirt tends to collect 

sweat on the inside. To offset this I also have a 

poncho, the last of my old G.I. equipment, but due 

to its weight I usually don't carry it. I carry the 

rain shirt instead, but have you ever tried to rig a 

rain shirt as a fly during a bivouac? I learned my 

lesson on that, so now I carry a sheet of coated 

nylon with grommets. The trouble with this is that 

it can only be used as a fly; since it lacks a hole 

in the middle you can't stick your head through. To 

offset this. . . 

Now wait a minute. 

acks 

Then there are the packs. At one time I was 

famous (in my own limited circle) for having a re-

markable collection of castoff packs of different 

sorts. Over the years I managed to palm off most 

of them on unwary beginners and now I'm down to 

just two, The packboard is said to be light as a 

feather and I've found it so, until you begin to fill 

up the sack. The rucksack, on the other hand, is 

lighter than the old G.I. rucksack because it doesn't 

have the heavy frame and being smaller, takes a 

lighter load. It does have a leather bottom, however, 

and the saving in weight is not always clearly 

appreciable. 

My boots are two pounds lighter than when I wore 

surplus. But now I also have gaiters, instep cram-

pons, regular crampons, and a pair of knee-high 

overboots_ Once I shivered with only a ratty sweater 

to give me warmth, but then my wife knitted me a 

big, bulky turtleneck and I love it. It's a little 

heavy but a real delight on cold nights, especially 

when worn over the string underwear and under my 

red wool shirt and a parka. Recently I bought a down 

jacket and that's real class: It only weighs a pound 
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or two more than when I didn't own a down jacket. 

(All right, to be honest, I have two down jackets, 

but one is really for skiing or impressing people 

around the lodge and shouldn't be held against me 

because everybody needs a little luxury now and 

then. Leave me alone!) 

Of course, there are a lot of little odds and ends 

which somehow add up. Things like the cook kit 

and the stove and the fuel bottles. There was a time 

when we cooked in a rusty coffee can over a wood 

fire. Until I read a little pamphlet on wilderness 

safety I had never heard of the "ten essentials" 

—one pound. I used to carry a flashlight when I 

could find one lying about with no owner near. The 

one time I really needed a light I found that it had 

switched on inside my pack and the batteries were 

dead. Now I've moved up in that field, too. I have 

a headlight with about seventeen gadgets and gim-

micks on it. It isn't likely, I suppose, but if I ever 

want to hang it from a nail—driven into my chest? 

—there is a special handle loop provided for just 

that purpose. One pound. Considering all the special 

tools included, my Swiss Army Knife isn't heavy 

at all, but I think they might have omitted the drill 

press and the lathe without impairing its usefulness. 

Fortunately, there is a bright spot in all of this. I 

have two sons. •The elder is long and lean and when 

he gets his growth he's going to have about a 

thirty-six-inch stride. He may lack long distance 

endurance but he is going to be able to cover a lot 

of ground in not much time. His younger brother 

is built close to the ground, on the order of a bull-

dozer. Even now he can wear us all down chasing 

him, for though he isn't speedy, he never stops. In 

a few years these two are going to be absolutely 

unbeatable in the hills —the gazelle and the pack 

horse. I'm never going to have to carry a pack again 

as long as I live. 

Now, if you will be so kind as to hand me that 

new catalog we can get on with this order. 



The Willis Wall 
By Jim Wickwire 

(Willis Wall, .the 4300-foot high cirque at the head 

of the Carbon Glacier, has long been considered 

the ultimate challenge on Mount Rainier. Named 

for Bailey Willis, early day geologist who studied 

Mount Rainier, this 45-50 degree precipice of ice 

and crumbling lava, is periodically and unpredic-

tably swept by tons of ice that fall from the mile-

long, 250-foot ice cliff that forms the upper rim of 

the Wall. In recent years vague reports have de-

scribed unauthorized solo ascents of portions of 

the Wall. The first complete climb of Willis Wall, 
from the bergschrund at its base through the ice 

cliff at the top, was made with Park Service ap-

proval in June, 1963. The following is an account 

of the historic climb. — Dee Molenaar) 

In early June of 1963, *Dave Mahre, Fred Dunham, 

Don Anderson, and myself, with Gene Prater, Bill 

Prater, and Fred Stanley along to act as support, 

made the long trek up to high camp at 8,000 feet on 

the lateral moraine of the Carbon Glacier. 

Spending most of the afternoon in the fortified 

rock shelter, the Wall imposed itself on our thoughts 

as we readied for our evening departure. Unable to 

stay for the duration of the climb, the Praters left 
us late in the afternoon. Fred Stanley remained as 

our only support member. We had the use of a 
walkie-talkie set for the climb, and it later proved 
to be an excellent means of communication between 
the climbers and Fred in high camp. 

Leaving our camp at 10:30 Friday night, we made 
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Camp 

our way onto the Upper Carbon Glacier and headed 

for the base of the Wall, nearly 2,000 feet above us. 

There was no moon as we emerged out of the cloud 

layer shortly after leaving camp, but the Wall was 

still clearly outlined above us. In good snow con-

ditions it normally takes two hours to reach the 

bergschrund from high camp; however, because of 

the soft snow which greatly hampered a rapid ascent, 

we didn't reach the schrund until 2 A.M. 

In an effort to avoid rockfall, we decided to cross 

the schrund to the east. With Fred chopping steps 

across a vertical section of ice and up over the lip 

of the schrund, we soon were on the Wall proper. 

Rockfall was immediately encountered, with Dave 

and Don both taking small ones on the arm and 

hard hat. Other rocks whizzed by in the dark to 

make our position slightly uncomfortable. A rapid 

traverse to the left, on debris-covered ice, brought 
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us to a point beyond the end of the rock band which 

was the source of the rockfall, and quite near the 

slopes of Curtis Ridge. 

Turning our backs to this rugged ridge, which has 

been climbed only once, we leapfrogged diagonally 

up to the right, using the two front points of our 

crampons on the hard snow. Our immediate objective 

was the base of the great buttress, which we reached 

after two hours of steady climbing up the snow 

slope. 

After a brief reconnoiter of the buttress, we made 

a direct ascent up its east side on fairly loose 

vertical rock. We now stood on the narrow snow 

ridge that lies on top of the buttress. •We had turned 

the key to the Wall; now it remained for us to force 

open the door. 

We radioed to Fred Stanley below informing him 



that it looked to be an easy two hours to the exit 

from the Wall between the ice cliffs above us. Little 

did we know at the time that we would not stop 

again for nearly seventeen more hours. Fred also 

confirmed the existence of a cloud cap above us 

which had begun to move down from the summit. 

Leaving this relatively level section, we climbed 

to the head of the narrow snow ridge, bypassing a 

prominent gendarme on the right. We continued up 

the snow slope and two short rock pitches to the 

broad snow ledge by which we would make our long 

traverse to the right. It was during this portion of 

the climb that a small ice avalanche fell from the 

more active ice cliff far to our right. 

On the long traverse over to the central avalanche 

couloir which falls in a direct line from the higher 

of the two main ice cliffs, the cloud cap had de-

scended noticeably lower, painting the rock and ice 

above a dull gray. We had alternated leads through-

out the climb. Chopping steps in the ice, we soon 

reached the protection of another short snow ridge 

wilich leads to the final rock bands below the ice 

cliff. 

Snow began to blow around us as we prepared to 

climb a 150-foot rock pitch to a narrow snow ledge 

leading west to a large snowfield situated between 

two ice cliffs. Once on the ledge it was easy going 

until we reached the last thirty feet to the snow-

field. The down-sloping ledge narrowed to less than 

three feet, and the overhanging cliff immediately 

above forced us to crawl on hands and knees. Now 

a sleet storm had begun to blow around us in ear-

nest, greatly reducing visibility. 

We had to find a passage up through an anticipated 

gap in the upper ice cliff. Continuing up the steep 

snow slope in swirling snow to where we believed 

the gap to be, we found our way blocked completely 

by the 300-foot high ice cliff. Traversing right, then 

left, and back again, we spent most of an hour 

searching for a passage. The driving sleet formed 

a thin sheet of ice on our goggles, Which when 

wiped off, only formed on them again in seconds. 

This condition only added to the already poor 

visibility. 

To the west, we finally emerged on a gentle snow 

slope, probably somewhere north and slightly below 

Liberty Cap. We headed up the slope to what we 

thought to be the summit of Liberty Cap, only to 

see another slope leading higher up through fog and 

sleet. As the storm made it virtually impossible to 

recognize any familiar ground, we were constantly 

frustrated as each "summit" turned out to be anoth-

er insignificant snow hummock. 

About this time, Don seemed to withdraw into 

himself and on numerous occasions lay down on his 

back in the snow, saying nothing or scarcely breath-

ing. It took a great effort to arouse him each time 

and to get him back on his feet. We had enough 

equipment to bivouac on the summit, but Don's 
„  

condition mien this out. It was imperative to get 

him down to a lower elevation, but the puzzling 

question was: which route? Our original plan had 

been to descend the Emmons Glacier, but we had 

seen nothing that even faintly resembled the Em-

mons. 

After resting on the summit, we made the move 

downward, descending a long snow ridge. Almost 

immedigtely there was a great improvement in Don, 

which was very encouraging to the rest of us. We 

had left the summit shortly after noon, and at 7 

o'clock we stopped to unrope near the snout of the 

North Mowich Glacier. We were all soaking wet from 

the storm, and our greatest desire at the time was 

to reach the trees far below and get a fire going. 

Two hours later we realized this ambition when 

we decided to bivouac in a clump of trees a short 

distance from the river bed of the North Mowich 

River. Thus, we finally halted after nearly twenty-

four hours of steady moving. 

By morning Dave's eyes had begun to bother him 

a great deal. He had contacted snow-blindness, 

probably caused when he removed his goggles during 

the last part of the climb and the descent. 

Other climbs may offer greater technical difficul-

ties, but the combination of potential objective 

dangers, moderate to difficult snow pitches, ice 

climbing, and difficult ice-glazed rock make the 

Willis Wall a classic ascent. 
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To Cameron, Flagstaff, 
Navajo Trail and 

Glen Canyon Dam 

BACKPACKING 
"What a place for a hike!" This is at least the 

second or third thought of the outdoorsman as he 

first sees the Grand Canyon. When he has tested 

his legs on the thirty miles of mule trail, he may 

want to get away from the dust and tourists. There 

are plenty of off-beat attractions: high Cheyava Fall 

in Clear Creek Canyon, mines and caves below 

Grandview Point, Hermit Rapid, and the Thunder 

River area with its fine falls and caverns. Wampler's 

little book is a guide to a couple of fascinating 

weeks at Havasu Canyon. 

There is a challenging chapter in Sunset Maga-

zine's book entitled Discovery Trips in Arizona. 

Contrasting the human activity in the canyon around 

the turn of the century with the present, almost com-

plete abandonment, it characterizes the Grand 

Canyon as an "expanding wilderness." Sixty years 

ago mines were being worked, guides were taking 

tourists on pack trips to gardens and orchards by the 

river, a bootlegger was operating a still, and horse 

thieves were driving stolen stock from one rim to 

the other. The same article also warns against the 

danger of dehydration —in summer, a far greater haz-

ard than the trailside cliffs and the extremely scarce 

rattlesnakes. Before one ventures into an area where 

he may be the only visitor for years, he should test 

his hiking strength in hundred-plus heat. Even with 

all the water he wants, he may be overtaken by a 

feeling of weakness. 

After serving the sort of apprenticeship indicated 

above, I was attracted by the canyon. I felt im-

pelled to go wherever men had been. The dotted 

trails on the classic Matthes-Evans map were a 

lure, and the chapters on trails in McKee's book, 

The Inverted Mountains, became my bible. Also, I 



GRAND CANYON TRAILS 
By J. H. Butchart 

wanted to identify the pictures in books by G.W. 

James and other early writers. After a half dozen 

attempts, I rediscovered a lost trail and finally 

matched the pictures taken at the river. 

Otis Marston of Berkeley, a tireless collector of 

Colorado River lore, briefed me on a number of 

canyon puzzles. I have now solved four of the five 

problems he gave me: finding the lost Hopi Salt 

Mine, a burro route from the Walhalla Plateau to the 

mines at the mouth of Lava (Chuar) Creek, an Indian 

trail from Unkar Rapid to the south rim, and a 

climber's route discovered by two shipwrecked river 

runners between the Boucher and Bass trails. I also 

caught summit fever from Merrel Clubb, a professor 

of literature at the University of Kansas, who had 

pioneered some fine climbs. Approximately 130 

summits in the park have names, but only 32 have 

ever been climbed. I have been to the top of 28, of 

which 18 are believed to be first ascents. Breaks 

in the great Redwall formation are rare enough to be 

a collector's item. The canyon is less than a two-

hour drive from Flagstaff, and yet the natural 

bridges, Indian ruins, caves, and ropeless climbs 

seem as little known as if they were in some remote 

area of Alaska. Maps are unreliable concerning 

water. Some of the springs that are shown have gone 

dry, but there are dozens of seeps never mapped. 

Unless you have very precise information from 

the half dozen canyoneers who have hiked the 

remote areas, you should explore the canyon in 

short forays. Don't get more than half your canteen 

away from a known supply of water. Remember that 

feet need watching when the socks are wet with 

perspiration, and nearly everyone needs head pro-

tection. On one trip I even carried ,an umbrella as  

protection from the sun and • heat. Most climbs re-

quire travel across rockslides, so extreme care must 

be observed to avoid rolling rocks on companions 

below. Travel with as light a pack as possible to 

cover greater distances between water holes. For 

summer nights a single blanket is more comfortable 

than an ordinary bag. 

One of my most ambitious sallies was a solo trip 

lasting 61/2  days. I knew what was meant by the 

Horse Thief Trail, but I knew no one who had cov-

ered its entirety. It went down the Tanner Trail 

from the south rim near Lipan Point, along the east 

bank of the Colorado to a low water ford near the 

mouth of Lava Creek, up the creek to the Butte 

Fault which parallels the river about two miles to 

the west, and then to the north rim by the Nanko-

weap Trail. •Besides wanting to see this for myself, 

I wanted to test a theory I had formed about reaching 

the Walhalla Plateau from the upper end of Lava 

Creek. 

On Friday morning, after registering with the 

ranger at Desert View, I started in the morning 

coolness at the 7,000-foot elevation. For a trail 

that has been neglected nearly fifty .-ears, the 

Tanner is surprisingly distinct. A few rock siirle6 

have marred the upper part and there is at lest 

one place a little over halfway to the river where 

it is easy to lose. It is also hard to follow through 

the shale near the river. The danger lies in the 

lack of water for the full ten miles down to the 

river. Four hikers have died in the park during the 

last ten years and all were victims of this trail. A 

seasonal park ranger took a solo hike and his body 

was found at the base of a hundred-foot cliff, at 

least a hundred yards away from the trail. Whether 
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he missed his way in the dark or became irrational 

from thirst is not known. 
The next two victims were clearly cases of dehy-

dration. A man led two teen-age boys down to the 
river. Their mistakes were many and two of them 
paid with their lives. First, they did not register, 

although they passed a sign stating that there is no 
water on the trail and that all hikers should register 
with the ranger. They had read about surviving in 

the desert on water from a barrel cactus, with mes-
quite beans for food, so they went without adequate 

canteens or food. Furthermore, they grossly under-

estimated the time required for ,a trip to the river 

and back and they started down after noon. On the 

return they were benighted and missed the place 

where the trail goes up the Redwall. 
Instead of going back to the river immediately, 

they spent the night and the next forenoon wander-

ing below Desert View Their shouts for help were 

heard by tourists at the rim, but the ranger rescue 

party only went as far as the top of the Redwall. 
When their shouts received no answer, they thought 

the story was a false alarm. In the meantime, the 

man and boys had turned back to try to reach the 

river. They were stopped in their route down the 
bed of the wash by an eighty-foot dry fall. By this 

time the man was irrational. He insisted that all 

three take off shirts, shoes, and trousers and throw 

them to the bottom. Then he started to climb down. 

After going about six feet down, he fell. One of the 

boys became hysterical and wanted to jump after 

him. The younger and heavier boy led him back up 

the wash and out to the west where they found a 

safe way around the fall. They were now walking 

barefoot on the 140-degree rocks of the dry wash, 

but they didn't stop long enough to climb a few 

yards back up for their shoes. It was a little over 

an hour of normal walking from here to the river, but 
the lighter boy never made it. About halfway, he 
sat down in the searing heat and didn't respond 

when his companion suggested that they should 
go on. After his companion left, he got to his feet 
and managed to stagger in short circles before he 
died. 
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The barrel cacti they had expected were too far 
apart. Now the sole survivor was deluded by another 
bit of survival lore. After he waited until almost 
noon of the third day, he gave up hope of a rescue 

and decided to follow the river back to civilization. 
He held to a couple of logs and floated down with 
the hope of reaching Phantom Ranch. At Unkar 
Rapid he almost drowned, and when he came to 75 

Mile liapid, he got out and walked and swam to 

Hance Rapid. Here he could see the beginning of 
the granite gorge and concluded that he could go 

no further and live. From Monday evening until 

Friday morning, he could see from the circling 

helicopter that a search was being conducted over 

the basin where he had been. He attempted to go 

back up the river, but he was trapped. My sugges-

tion that the park officials let me go down river on 

an air mattress was courteously but firmly rejected. 

After the men on foot had combed the Tanner Wash 

area for another body, the chopper made one last 

flight farther down river before giving up. This time 

they saw the letter H that the boy had laid out on 

the sand with rocks. He was waving his shorts at 

them, and in a few minutes the rescue was made. 

After seven days, he was thirty pounds lighter, but 
he recovered rapidly. 

The fourth victim of the summer heat at the foot 

of the Tanner Trail was an elderly Navaho Indian. 

He had gone down ostensibly to gather herbs, but 

he may have just been tired of living. •He was carry-

ing no canteen and died about a mile from the river. 

My thoughts as I hurried down the trail were far 

from such disasters. I was interested in the marvel-

ous scenery and in tracing the old Horse Thief 

Trail to the north rim. I doubt whether a dozen 

people use the Tanner Trail in a year, so I was 

intrigued by finding fresh. footprints ahead of me. At 

the river I met two young men, and we visited for 

an hour before they started back and I went on. I 

soon inflated my air mattress and crossed the river. 

Lying prone, I paddled with my hands. The pack on 
my pack stayed dry, but I also used a plastic sheet 

as a liner to keep the contents dry if a wave should 
roll me off the mattress. 



On an impulse I took a new route up Basalt Creek 
instead of the well known east side of the river to 
the mouth of Lava. There are signs that this region 
was a former mining site. Two tent-cabin floors are 
left on the Basalt delta, and across the river there 
is a frame that must have supported a tent. I didn't 
locate the copper mine along my route up the east 

arm of Basalt, but I noted a couple of cairns. I also 
found the spring shown on the map, a trickle of 
water that tasted like a stout dose of Epson salts. 

The August sun had heated it to bath temperature. 

When I came to the divide between Basalt and upper 

Lava, I just had time to find a safe route through 

the Tapeats cliff before dark. •The gurgle of water 

in the creek cheered me as I groped down the bank 

to make camp. 
Saturday saw me heading out for one of the major 

projects: to find a route connecting the bed of 

Lava with the north rim. I had previously succeeded 

in finding- a deer trail through the great Coconino 

Sandstone cliff and I knew that one could proceed, 

although slowly, along the Hermit Shale. On the 

former occasion, I had seen what I thought would 

be a route through the Redwall, in the arm of Lava 

just west of Hubbell Butte. 

On my way up Lava toward this goal, I spotted a 

large overhang formed by the Tapeats cliff. A party 
of rangers who penetrated this region thirty years 

earlier had reported Indian ruins, so I scrambled up 

to investigate. Under the broad ceiling there had 

been a row of six rooms and one of them was still 

three-fourths intact. Pictographs still show on the 

rock overhead, and this is one of the two or three 

best preserved evidences of aboriginal culture in 

the park. The canyon seems to have had many in-

habitants around 1100 A.D. How they made a living 

in this beautiful desert is anyone's guess. Midget 

corncobs have been found near many of the ruins. 

There was also a previous occupation, known only 

from peculiar split twig figurines found • in certain 
caves, that dates back to 1500 B.C. 

Beyond the ruin, the streambed is mostly dry, but 
at one place there is a pretty dripping spring fes-
tooned with maidenhair fern. Arms of the creek  

branch to the north and to the south. This inner 
valley is cut off from the broad canyon to the east 
by a line of fine buttes' from Siegfried Pyre to the 
north to Juno Temple to the south. Groves of trees 
under the great cliffs below Points Atoka and Naji 

contrast pleasantly with the barren shale slopes 
beyond the barrier to the east. I wondered whether 
the Indians lived here because of its beauty or its 

safety. 
The walk to the ravine leading up to Hubbell 

Butte was pleasant and the climb to the top of the 

Redwall was routine except for a place in the shale 

cliff below it. I had to backtrack looking for the 

route. This was not the burro trail where old Harry 

McDonald used to come down from the rim. The 

Supai Sandstone is the next formation above the 

Redwall. I went southwest to the main arm of Lava 

and then turned north, climbing through breaks in 

the Supai as I found them. Eventually I was on the 

Hermit Shale and knew that I could follow it north 

and west to my previously explored break in the 

Coconino and higher cliffs to the rim. Time was 

running out, but I walked around a small pinnacle 

on the saddle separating Lava from Kwagunt Creek 

to the north. Returning through the manzanita along 
the broken ledges, I happened to stop for one of my 

infrequent rests. I saw something that I had missed 

before, a fine natural bridge on the other side of 

the canyon. Sunday morning was spent visiting the 

bridge and photographing it from across the canyon 

on its own level, the lowest fourth of the Redwall. 
Sunday afternoon I headed down Lava for the 

beginning of the Butte Fault TraiL There is a 

substantial spring just below the Indian ruin which, 

during cool weather, keeps water flowing all the 

way to the river. During an August day, there is 

less and less water showing on the surface until 

there is only water standing in potholes. On a later 

trek, I took to the terrace south of the stream. Right 

where I topped out there was an Indian ruin, and I 
saw another farther on. The people must have known 

to page 18, please 
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Looking north across Awatubi. Kwagunt Butte on the right. Horsethief 
Trail in the valley at left. 

Well-preserved section of Nankowea 

Corn grinder in tree at the site of an old still just below the gulch with Head of Lava Creek Canyon. Rout 
a spring on the south side of Lava. This is the wash with two arms ontory at top left. 
coming down from Juno Temple. 

Gunther Castle, Cochise Butte, and Siegfriede Pyre from Kwagunt 
Canyon. Looking north across Sixty Mile Ca 



Indian ruin facing north toward Nankoweap Creek, near mouth of the 
canyon. 

Ruin near bend in upper Lava Creek. Tapeats form overhang. 
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rail through upper Redwall. 
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Cliff dwellings facing river at mouth of Nankoweap. 



Backpacking Grand Canyon Trails 

from page 15 

how to farm these terraces. Perhaps they had a 

moister climate around 1100 A.D. The terrace finally 

gave out and I had to follow the stream. Following 

Marston's information, I found a large iron corn 

grinder fastened to what had been a cottonwood 

stump. The bootlegger had cut off the living tree 

and fastened the mill to the level wood. Even in 

1928, when a ranger party first found it, four new 

saplings had grown up around the grinder. They now 

have diameters of approximately six inches. A tree 

ring count would probably prove this still site a 

good deal older than the prohibition era. Pictures 

taken twelve years ago by Marston show the fly 

wheel still intact, but now part is broken and rocks 

and clay are caught in the machine. Some super-

flood of the future may take the whole tree. Twenty 

yards up a side ravine is a small cool spring, and 

near it is the rock platform for the still itself. A 

few barrel staves and hoops still mark this spot. The 

site is only about two hours' walk up from the 

Colorado and has been visited by people boating 

down the river. I dropped my pack at the Butte Fault 

and went down for a dip in the river. 

The Butte Fault, most impressive of all the up-

heavals in the Grand Canyon, parallels the river 

about two miles away. Great amounts of the Redwall 

and Supai were bent like so much dough, and the 

fractured rocks form a rough route from Lava over 

to Carbon and then up a long Grade into Sixty Mile 

Canyon. You have to climb one thousand-foot 

divides to go past Awatubi, Malgosa, and Kwagunt 

to reach Nankoweap. Between it and the river are 

great buttes ranged in a north-south line: Temple, 

Chuar, Kwagunt, and Nankoweap Mesa. It has been 

used by Indians, prospectors, horse thieves, and 

geologists. I knew that the Butte Fault route had 

been used long ago, but the modern authority and 
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foremost student of the Grand Canyon, E.D. McKee, 

had only seen its southern and northern ends. On 

Sunday night I slept where the fault meets the bed 

of Lava. On a later trip I came back here and 

climbed Lava Butte to the south and Carbon Butte 

to the north with a young geologist. 

On Monday I started early with three quarts of 

water in my gallon canteen. The preceding days it 

had clouded up by afternoon which helped conserve 

the supply. Now when there was no water for eight 

or nine hours of hard walking, the sun burnt down, 

with never a cloud in the sky. Before reaching the 

running stream in Kwagunt, I was rationing my 

water, and I walked the last hour with an empty 

canteen. I was consoled by what some scientist 

had written. One can lose between five and ten per 

cent of his body weight in sweat without impairing 

his faculties. •Burros and camels have the advantage. 

They can lose up to twenty-five per cent of their 

weight. 

In the arm of Carbon Creek that follows the fault 

are a few seep springs. The water dries leaving a 

white deposit. An old prospector later told me that 

this water made his companion quite sick. The side 

canyons between Lava and Kwagunt all lead to 

narrow gorges through the river cliffs, with impas-

sable dry falls barring the descent. Near the top 

of the divide between Carbon and Sixty Mile Can-

yons, there is an old corral made of barbed wire. 

There may be water in springtime, but it seems like 

an odd place for this sign of civilization. At one 

time, this may have been a busy place, with real 

traffic. After John D. Lee was executed for his part 

in the Mountain Meadows Massacre, rumors flew 

concerning a cache of gold nuggets he was supposed 

to have hidden somewhere in the Nankoweap basin. 

My prospector friend was still looking for this 

horde only a few years ago. Mines were worked for 

silver and copper near the mouth of Lava, and there 

are many claim markers in Nankoweap. 

Now the only living things in the area are lizards, 

a few coyotes, an owl or two that I saw coming out 

of a high cave, and rodents. After a hard and thirsty 

day, I was glad to make an early camp beside the 



running stream in Kwagunt. Next morning, I left my 
supplies by the stream and climbed over the ridge 
into Nankoweap for what turned out to be the longest 
day of the whole trip. On my previous visit to the 
Nankoweap area, we had come in from Point Imperial. 
We had mi8sed the place where the Nankoweap Trail 
goes down below the top cliff of the Supai. We had 
gone along the south slope of Saddle Mountain, fol-
lowing the Hermit Shale, and had barely succeeded 
in finding a crack to descend at its east end. 
I now wanted to see what was left of the Nanko-

weap Trail and compare it with our improvised 
substitute. The map shows the trail coming down 
below the Redwall and then ending a long way 
above the creek. I scrambled up a ridge that became 
rather difficult just before I reached the lower end 
of the trail, according to the map. I could find most 
of it up the Redwall and found enough left going 
up the Supai, to say that I had it located. The map 
shows Little Nankoweap Canyon as passable to 
the river, but luckily I changed my plan to use this 
route back. On a later trip, I discovered that this 
route is impossible, and I would have been desper-
ate for water if. I had tried it. I went back to the 
creek, following the bottom of a ravine instead of 
the awkward ridge. On a subsequent trip, I found 
the rest of the trail Which had been left off the map. 
I had been carrying my air mattress all day and 
was prepared to go back to the mouth of Kwagunt 
by water. 
I walked down the gentle gradient of lower Nan-

koweap and inflated my mattress in the deepening 
darkness. Riffles in the gloom sounded like major 
rapids. My shoes were with my clothes in the pack, 
and I had a rough time trying to walk past rapids 
over the boulder bars in my bare feet. After a half 
hour of this, I gave up and walked the right bank. 
Sandy beaches were fine, but many times I had to 
fight my way through willow and mesquite thickets. 
I also stumbled into steep trenches in the sand 
where a storm born torrent had cut through the bank. 
It was after ten when I finally reached my camp 
duffel. 

The return to the south rim on Wednesday and  

Thursday was over a familiar route. It took nine 
hours to follow the fault from Kwagunt to Lava, but 
this time I started wtth a full gallon of water. •The 
rest was clear sailing. I floated on my mattress for 
half a mile below Lava Rapid. It had been over a 
year since I had seen a rattlesnake, but on Wednes-
day I saw two. The first was a small one that 
buzzed at me from under a rock. The second was 
coiled and warned me when I was ten feet away. It 
was about the biggest I had ever seen. I spent 
Wednesday night at the foot of the Tanner Trail. 
The next day was hot, and I got to the top of the 
Tanner in rather slow time, 61/2  hours. I had seen 
that the life of a horse thief is no soft touch, and 
I had independently found a fine Indian ruin and 
one of the park's four best natural bridges. 
The beauty and the climbing problems of this 

area have drawn me back again and again. I have 
come from the north rim, west of Point Atoka, and 
found a route directly down into the north end of 
Lava. Near the bottom of the Redwall, you have to 
leave the bed of the wash and follow a ledge either 
to the west or the east. I learned that there is a 
distinct trail over the saddle to the south into the 
north end of Unkar Creek. One can save several 
hours by rappelling from a ravine west of Cape 
Final. Prusiking back up sixty feet of the lower 
Coconino is slow, but you save five hours compared 
to the route down from Point Atoka. I have climbed 
Juno Temple, and with a companion have climbed 
Jupiter Temple, Hubbell Butte, and Poston Butte. 
The latter is just a high point along a ridge, but it 
was marked by an old cairn. McDonald probably led 
his burros along here. To the east of Poston, the 
Redwall is completely covered, forming a brushy 
slope, more evidence of a burro route. My companion 
and I easily descended the Redwall to the south 
directly to the Indian ruin. The Tapeats forms the 
greater barrier here, but I believe I saw a place for 
the burros after they had come around below Point 
Chiavria. I will leave Siegfried Pyre to the hardware 
experts, but I want to go back once more to connect 
my suggestions for the burro route in one complete 
passage from the lower creek to the rim. 
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The last place we went on our vacation was Grand 

Teton National Park. We had taken hiked before but 

not with the material to sleep over night in the 

mountains. 

We started off on Friday or Saturday morning, after 

breakfast, to Solitude Lake, which was a small lake. 

Dad and Pete carried 27-pound packs and I carried a 

20-pound pack. We went to Jenny Lake, which was 

right next to the campground, to get a boat. If we 

should take this boat, it would save us a mile of 

hiking. I'm pretty sure it cost Dad and Pete, my 

brother, a dollar apiece a round trip but it only cost 

me 50 cents. 

The first mile or so was real easy because I was 

fresh and we didn't go up hill very much. All this 

hike I was slow, except the last, half mile. Well, 

anyway we were going along barely after four miles 

of hiking slanting upward. About this time we were 

very hungry. If we didn't stop I would've probably 

fallen over from hunger. We had to walk one fourth 

mile before we came to a crossing of Cascade Creek 

so we could get water. Boy, did that water taste 

good with food. We ate dried sausage and logan 

bread while we drank Wyler's lemonade. We stayed 

here about 30 minutes. 

It was hard to get walking again because we rested 

so much. Every quarter mile we had to rest a minute 

or so. This lasted a couple miles. After this it was 

real slow for me and Dad. My brother didn't want to 

go so slow so he went ahead of us. Well, Dad and I 

were going to get there but not very fast. About five 

times I felt like I should go back to camp but that 

was farther away than our destination. The last mile 

or so I started to get my second wind, and I went 

faster. I think Dad had used his second wind, but I 

kept him going. The hike up took around 7 hours. 

When I first saw the lake, I said, This is a much 

prettier place than Amphitheater Lake" that we went 

to by horses. Solitude Lake was twice as big as 

Amphitheater Lake, and it had beautiful green grass 
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The author on the Cascade Canyon trail. 

Dear Editor: 

I am enclosing a story and some pictures hoping 

it will be published in your magazine, "Summit." 

I'm thirteen years old and in the seventh grade. 

Mike Sheets, Iowa City, Iowa 
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Memora6le ,Backpack grip in the Oetons 
By Michael F. Sheets 

around the lake. High mountains surrounded it on 
3 sides. There was clean white snow on the moun-
tains, and the mountains were a light gray. Ice and 
snow still covered about one fourth of the lake. 
There was a small island with some trees in the 

middle of it. 

We picked a lev91 place for the tent, with the grass 

acting as a mattress. Before we were ready to eat 

dinner I went over to a boy, Jerry, about 15 years 

old and asked if he had caught any fish. He said no, 

but the people on the other - side of the lake had. I 

said, "Dad didn't have a license so I couldn't go 

fishing, the nutwit." Just as he was through talking 

we saw a fish come after the hook. It was baited 

with bacon because the water in the lake would 

freeze a worm. The fish didn't take the hook. Then 

I said, "Why don't you use flies?" After he tied the 
fly on the line we went over to the outlet of a stream 

flowing from Solitude Lake. It was a very short walk 

of about a hundred yards. When we were there we 

looked in the cool clear water and saw some beauti-

ful trout. Jerry climbed on a round rock and cast his 

fly. In about 3 tries he pulled out a real big trout, I 
thought, which was about 11-12 inches long. You 

may not think it is very big, but where we fish you 

usually would only get trout 6-71/2  inches long. 

In about a half hour or less he caught 5 or 6 fish, 

all over 10 inches. The biggest one he caught was 
14-15 inches in size. 

Then my Dad called me and I went back to our tent. 

He said it was time to start dinner. For dinner we 

were to have dried chili beans with cubes of dried 

Swiss steak, and we were to drink Wyler's lemonade. 

We cooked over a little primus stove. It took about 

half an hour to soften the beans and cook them 
pretty well, but the beans were still a little crunchy 
for dinner. After we ate, we washed our dishes in a 

place where water had overflowed. The water was 
warm because of the sun's rays bearing down on it 
all day. 

At 6:30, Pete found the temperature of the lake 
was 44 degrees F. and the snow was 34 degrees F. 
The temperature in the air was 70 degrees F. As 

soon as we got through washing dishes we went to 

bed. We slept jp down sleeping bags which weighed 

3/2.  pounds. 

In the morning we got up, washed our hands and 

faces, and ate breakfast. We had scrambled eggs, 

johnnycake, and sausage. We washed the dishes in 

the same place as yesterday, but the water was cold 

because the sun hadn't been up long enough to warm 

it. After this we packed our packs and left the camp-

site around 8. It was real easy going down because 
we were rested and we were walking downhill most 

of the way. 

Since we were pretty early and the first ones on 

the trail, we saw lots of marmots. They were all 

different colors. Most of them were brown while 

some were black. We took turns with the camera to 

see how close we could get to take a picture. Pete 

was the closest at about 10 feet, but he didn't get a 

picture because he tried to go closer. We also took 

pictures of picas. They are a little bigger than a 

hamster, and they make a lot of noise. We couldn't 

get very close to them because they would scamper 

away in the rocks. Their color is mostly brown. 

• 
There is not much to be said about coming down 

Cascade Canyon because it was easy and we didn't 

stop much. The only hard part was the last 11/2  miles. 

I started to get tired and my feet began to hurt a 

little, even though I had boots on, because of step-

ping down for 7 miles. 

When we arrived at the boat dock we had to wait 

awhile for the boat to take us over to the other side 
of Jenny Lake. It took us 3 hours less than the hike 

up to the lake, or in other words, it took 4 hours. 

I thought the hike was hard and not really worth it, 
but in another day or so I thought the hike was real 
easy. 
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Algonquin, the second highest peak in the Adiron-

dack Mountains of New York State, can be reached 

by a trail only 31/2  miles in length, with an ascent 

of about 3,000 feet. The trail starts at Heart Lake, 

which is about 10 miles from Lake Placid by paved 

highway . 

At Heart Lake there is a lodge and camping sites 

maintained by the Adirondack Mountain Club. The 

trail leaves the south edge of the parking lot, paral-

els the lakeshore and then heads southeasterly 

across flat country. You should wear sturdy boots 

as there are portions along this section that are 

quite muddy. However, in some places logs are 

laid down as a corduroy road and these can be used 

to advantage. Where the logs have settled or rotted 

out, there is danger of being stranded in ankle-deep 

mud. 

A half mile from Heart Lake the trail to Algonquin 

Peak branches off to the right. This trail is wide 

and soon begins to rise steadily. One stream is 

encountered but it is easily crossed on logs or 

rocks. Along part of the trail a stream flows along  

on the right-hand side and, at one point, a small 

dam forms a quiet pool 

The trail eventually enters a rock-strewn stream 

bed, and the grade increases. Views of the country 

below are only seen occasionally, due to the heavy 

growth of trees. 

You'll find a pleasant place to rest where a stream 

flows down a rock face just to the left of the trail. 

Further along, a sharp left turn in the trail takes off 

up a steep grade. This area appears to be a tangle 

of fallen timber, but the trail is open. At the top of 

the grade there is a rocky knob off to the right, and 

the trail bears left between evergreen trees. Along 

this section expanses of bare rock, several feet 

across, pave the trail. Interspersed, however, are 

the inevitable soggy portions. The trail to Wrights 

Peak departs on the left, about 900 feet below the 

summit of Algonquin. Not far from this junction, the 

scrub evergreens are left behind and only grass and 

rocks are encountered on the rest of the route. 

The summit itself is a broad open area of rocks 

and grass. A brass triangulation point is embedded 

Photos by the Author 

The view from Marcy Dam. Section of "boulder littered" trail on Algongquin Peak. 



in one of the rock outcroppings. To the east, you 

can see the rock face of Golden, with Mt. Marcy, 

highest peak in New York State, in the background. 

Whiteface Mountain dominates the northern horizon. 

Looking to the south you can see Lake Golden and 

Flowed Lands, and surrounding mountains. 

During the summer months the air temperature can 

be quite low at the summit. When the wind is blowing 

the change in temperature is especially noticeable 

as you leave the protection of the trees. 

Instead of returning the same way, the trip to 

Heart Lake can be made by taking the trail down 

to Lake Golden. Due to the steep, rocky nature of 

this trail, descent with full pack is not advisable. 

At the fork in the trail, the right leads to Lake 

Golden, while the left leads to Avalanche Lake. 

The rock face of Mt. Golden rises above the east 

shore of the lake. At the northern end of the lake, 

sheer rock walls rise on both sides of the lake. The 

trail proceeds over a series of logs anchored along 

the western edge of the lake for about 75 to 100 

feet. At times the logs sink under a person's weight,  

producing a sloshy sensation. 

The approximate 3/4-mile stretch from Avalanche 

Pass to the Avalanche Leantos is rugged in nature. 

Mud mixed with tree toots does not make for good 

footing. After crossing Marcy Brook, near the lean-

tos, the walk is more pleasant. This section of 

about a mile extends to Marcy Dam. 

The dam forms a quiet little lake, around which 

are scattered several leantos and a caretaker's 

headquarters. After crossing the dam the trails 

follow along the top of the bank, quite aways above 

the stream. An abrupt turn to the left and the trail 

heads back towards Heart Lake. About a mile and 

a half from Marcy Dam you reach the place where 

the trail to Algonquin branches off and the last 

half mile to Heart Lake is retraced. 

It is a good idea to have dry shoes, socks, and 

pants in the car because, due to soggy sections of 

the trail, you can be muddy up to the knees —a small 

inconvenience compared to the enjoyment of a day 

on Algonquin Peak. 

ALGONQUIN PEAK By Frederick P. Witte 

The south side of Avalanche Lake, opposite the "rickety 
Above the treeline on Algonquin. log bridges." These are the slopes of Mt. Colden. 



Last October Chuck Pratt and I spent several 

weeks climbing in the Four Corners area of the 

Southwest. For our initial climb we selected Ship-

rock, the first major climb that had been done in 

the desert, and still perhaps the best known. Not 

only would the climb get us into shape, but we had 

heard vague stories of the tremendous overuse of 

expansion bolts in the route, and we wanted to see 

for ourselves. 

These stories were quite true: the route, which on 

the first ascent in 1939 had needed only four bolts, 

now had over forty At one rappel point we found 

five of them, two of which had no hangers. A few 

other spots had four bolts, and many others were 

found with three. 

A person who hasn't climbed Shiprock might have 

heard that the rock is soft enough to warrant this 

number of rappel anchors, but this is not the case. 

Generally, the rock is a hard type of sandstone, and 

a single 3/8 by 2-inch bolt is more than adequate. 

Occasionally, where the rock is softer two bolts 

are necessary. But five? 

On the ascent we removed about 27 of these 

anchors. On the way down we discovered 9 more, 

which we hadn't even seen on the way up. These, 

too, were removed. The purpose of this article is 

twofold: first, to warn prospective Shiprock climbers 

that the route might prove to be more challenging 

than they had been told and, second, to try to 

explain, not justify, why we took it upon ourselves 

to do what we did. 

'Vho placed these bolts? Why did they place them? 

I imagine that they were put in by three types of 

climbers: egotists who had to climb the famous 

Shiprock, regardless of the cost; conservative climb-

ers who didn't want to take any chances; and young, 
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inexperienced climbers who didn't know they were 

doing anything wrong. 

These attitudes are all rather unhealthy, and 

should be eliminated from climbing. Several ex-

amples will illustrate this. 

A few years ago, in Yosemite Valley, a climber 

began a route on a 400-foot wall which was located 

only a few hundred yards from a popular tourist 

viewpoint. Climbing mainly on weekends, when he 

was sure to be seen by the crowds, he placed, in 

addition to 50 pitons, almost 20 bolts. He would 

put one in next to a dirt-filled crack simply because 

he didn't want to scrape the dirt away. Later, all 

these bolts were found to be unnecessary and were 

removed. The climb has become quite difficult as 

a result of this, and it will not be done as often as 

it once was. But the climb is now very challenging 

and, after all, that is a major reason why we climb. 

On one of Yosemite's difficult friction slabs there 

are two bolts for protection. The two hardest sec-

tions of the pitch are each located about 6 feet from 

the respective bolts; thus it is not possible to use 

them for direct aid. Neither is it possible to get 

hurt in a fall: the 50-degree slab is smooth to the 

point of being almost unclimbable. This particular 

pitch has achieved a certain notoriety, and is the 

dream of many a climber. Recently an older climber 

attempted the pitch and, after reaching the second 

bolt, found he could progress no further. Rather than 

turn back and admit that the lead was too much for 

him (which would have been no disgrace —even the 

best climbers have fallen on it), he placed a direct 

aid bolt which enabled him to reach the top of the 

pitch. He had "conquered" the difficult section. The 

very next day a member of the first ascent party 

removed the offending bolt. 



OVERUSE OF BOLTS 
By Steve Roper 

A final example points out another case of "bolt-

fever." On the crux pitch of the Higher Cathedral 

Spire there are about four fixed pitons. In addition, 

cracks are frequent; thus safety is the least of the 

problems encountered. But several years ago I found 

a bolt minus its hanger, not more than three feet 

from a piton. Why? It must have been put there by a 

very inexperienced climber who simply "wanted to 

place a bolt.' Needless to say, it is no longer 

there. 

Fortunately, there seems to be a growing number 

of climbers who are acquiring a sense of ethics 

regarding bolts. They rebel when they hear of an 

unnecessary bolt, and they rebel when they see an 

unnecessary bolt. This rebellion manifests itself in 

many different ways: from jokingly, casually criti-

cizing the act to the extreme of going up and remov-

ing it. 

This rebellion becomes more overt depending on 

several factors, two of which are the ability of the 

climber, and the number of times that the climb has 

been done. To explain: the beginning and moderate 

climbers have much on their minds regarding safety 

and techniques, and consequently have not yet been 

exposed to the nuances of bolt ethics. There also 

seems to be something "heroic" or esoteric regard-

them —I remember when I began climbing I was 

immediately the proud owner of a complete bolt 

kit. Any excuse was enough to begin drilling. I 

realized that I could get out of almost any tight 

spot by the use of bolts. Therefore, I could try any 

climb. I sometimes found myself in places where I 

shouldn't have been, but from which I escaped 

easily with the use of bolts. Perhaps this is part 

of the learning process of most young climbers; nev-

ertheless, it is basically wrong: knowing that you  

can get out of a tight spot with bolts removes a 

large part of the challenge from the climb, as well 

as from the sport. 

I do not mean to say that bolts are intrinsically 

bad, or should never be carried. Once in a while 

they are needed. But certain standards must be 

observed. 

Bolts should never be carried on a climb that has 

been done several times without them. There are 

only a few exceptions: when the route is diagonal 

and the only possible escape route is blank; and 

when the weather is such a major problem that 

retreat without bolts could have catastrophic effects. 

Bolts should never be placed next to adequate 

cracks or rock projections. Too many times a cur-

sory, conservative glance determines that there is 

no crack, and a bolt is placed. Later investigation 

proves there was a good crack. This is seen on 

Shiprock: at one spot we came across a rappel point 

with three bolts. Undecided whether to remove one 

or two of them., we looked around for a piton crack. 

kfter a minute or two we discovered a deep solution 

hole into which a one-inch angle piton fit perfectly. 

It alone would probably have been good enough, but 

we left one bolt. I have heard it said, and even seen 

it in print, that it is "better" to put in a bolt than 

to waste time looking for an adequate crack. This 

statement seems somewhat contradictory to the 

traditional cry which abhors "mechanization." 

Pitons, which were once anathema, are quite rightly 

accepted now. It takes, a definite skill to use them 

properly, a skill which complements the skill of 

climbing itself. But who will claim that it takes 

skill to place a bolt? 

Conservative climbers should stay off climbs 

which are over their heads. Generally they do, yet 
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occasionally they venture onto a more famous and 

difficult climb than they are accustomed to doing. I 

can easily picture recent scenes on Shiprock: five 

or six climbers sitting on a ledge, faced with a 

thirty-foot rappel, discussing, in all seriousness, 

whether they should place a bolt, since "who knows 

how good those other two bolts are?" Have these 

people never heard of testing? Could they not belay 

several of the party to test the system? But, no, the 

hand reaches for the ubiquitous bolt kit. This type 

of climber must be honest with himself: by his very 

conservatism he has eliminated himself from most 

of the finest climbs. He has made his choice —let 

him enjoy himself to the fullest on climbs of his 

level. Obviously, many of the people who have 

climbed Shiprock should not have been on it. 

Give up the climb rather than place a bolt under 

less-than-necessary circumstances. Wait until the 

day arrives that you are competent enough to do it 

without a bolt. I do not mean to disregard safety. 

But as a climber becomes more proficient, he gains 

the confidence that is needed to regularly do things 

that a less experienced climber would call danger-

ous. The injudicious use of bolts permits any climb-

er to do any climb. It seems as if too many climbers 

are too anxious to become experts quickly, regard-

less of the method. They forget that, as in any  

sport, it takes much time and experience to gain 

proficiency. 

The possibility of an. accident and subsequent re-

treat is often cited as a justification for carrying 

bolts. But how many bolts have, or could have, been 

used on rescues? And during the time that is spent 

placing one, could not one find suitable cracks in 

the vicinity? Accidents often occur on broken rock; 

thus cracks are usually to be found. 

In practice, these "rules" are hard to follow, and 

hypocrisy is occasionally seen. For instance, imag-

ine yourself twenty feet from the top of a three-day 

climb. Although the first ascent somehow reached 

the summit without resorting to bolts, you find that 

you cannot. You have the necessary bolts —in a few 

hours you could be on top. It is certainly easy to 

say "let's push on," but the more admirable attitude 

would be to say, "let's retreat and try again next 

year." It is also very easy to say, "I'm not as good 

as X is, and I never will be, so to hell with him, I'll 

put in the bolts." 

Obviously, everyone must develop some sort of 

bolt philosophy for himself. But next time, before 

drilling, think. 

Meanwhile, prospective Shiprock climbers, prepare 

yourselves: you must now be equal to the first 

ascent party. The climb is still safe —but now it is 

also exhilarating. 

 

1964 Mount Rainier Climbing Seminars 

Four 5-day Sessions at 10,000-foot Camp Muir 

July 4-8 • 24-28 • August 7-11 • 21-25 

Snow-Ice-Glacier Climbing • Crevasse Rescue Techniques 
Mountain Rescue Practice (High Alt.) • Snow Camping 

and Bivouacking • Evening Seminar Discussions • Climb 
of Mount Rainier. 

INSTRUCTORS 

Dick McGowan, Lute Jerstad, Tom Hornbein, M.D., Dee Molenaar, Pete Schoening 

Training Grounds of 1963 American Mount Everest Expedition 

Snow—Ice—Rock Mountaineering Schools •Climbs of all Pacific Northwest Peaks 

RAINIER GUIDE SERVICE & MOUNTAINEERING SCHOOL, INC. 

Sena for Brochure 
c/o Alpine Hut, Inc., 2650 University Village, Seattle, Washington 98105  
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"Yet's see - where M I 
put that Climber's Guik..." 

 

North Face of Quarter Dome 

Just off the press, CLIMBER'S GUIDE TO YOSEMITE 
VALLEY is a guide that rock climbers will want to keep 
close at hand. Continuing in the format of earlier Sierra 
Club climber's guides, it is pocket size (5 in. x 71/2  in.) 
and hard cover for durability. CLIMBER'S GUIDE TO 
YOSEMITE VALLEY is written by Steve Roper, a climber 
of wide Yosemite experience. Among his first ascents 
are the West Buttress of El Capitan and the direct North 
Buttress of Middle Cathedral Rock. Included here are 
descriptions of 295 routes, preceded by a short history 
of Yosemite climbs and a succinct statement of climbing 
ideals. A list of needed equipment and a glossary of 
climbing terms is attached. The Guide's 19.2 pages also 
include 32 pages of climbing photographs, an index to  

routes and a number of drawings indicating the routes 
of major climbing sectors. Price: $4.75. 

Always in season is MANUAL OF SKI MOUNTAINEERING, 
also from the Sierra Club. This is a valuable how-to-go 
guide, with sections on each phase of ski mountaineering. 
Rock climbing and snow-and-ice climbing techniques are 
here, as well as chapters on warmth, shelter, and equip-
ment, with photographs. 256 pages, $3.75. 

Order both from your favorite bookstore, equipment center, 
or write: 

Sierra Club, Mills Tower 
San Francisco 4, California 
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Now in Portland 
Featuring 'Complete stock of Equipment 

by 

GERRY MOUNTAIN SPORTS • 

ALP SPORT • BLACK • KELTY • 

D.M.C. • QUINN • LONGWARE • and others 

RECREATION SPORTS 

1250 2650 

LLOYD CENTER UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 

PORTLAND, OREGON SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
281-8527 LA 2-4480 

Both stores open M-Thur-Fri until 9 pm; Tues-Wed-Sat to 5:30 pm 

THE INCOMPARABLE 

for illustrated 
brochure, please write: 

A. I. KELTY MFG. CO. 

1807 VICTORY BOULEVARD 

P.O. BOX 3453 

GLENDALE 1, CALIFORNIA 

Trailblazer p.o. box 1 highlands, n.c. 

TRAILBLAZER BACKPACKER 

2-man pup tent 

revised design 

3 pounds 8 ounces 

sewn-in groundcloth 

zippered front 

zippered mosquito netting 

lightweight egyptian cotton 

aluminum poles and stakes 

$44.75 postpaid U.S.A. 

backpack, .mountain, and camp equipment 
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The North Cascades. Photographs by 

Tom Miller. Text by Harvey Manning. 

Maps and sketches by Dee Molenaar. 

The Mountaineers, Seattle. 1964. 95 pp. 

67 black and white photographs, 2 

sketches, 10 maps (camera angles for 

the photographs are shown on orienting 

maps for each chapter), 10 x 12 inches. 

$10. 

Review by J. Michael McCloskey 

This is The Mountaineers' second 

book and their first album book. With 

it, they join the Sierra Club in publish-

ing leadership, as well as mountain-

eering leadership. For books such as 

this are rare and seem to emanate 

mainly from the imagination of these 

two groups. 

But it was first the imagination of 

nature which made this book possible. 

For nature endowed this giant block 

of mountains, next to the Canadian 

border, with a grandeur and also a 

savagery which is found only in the 

world's finest mountain climaxes. Such 

a climax is normally not imagined to 

lie within the contiguous United 

States. But it does. 

Indeed, a recent National Park Ser-

vice study of the area concluded that 

"the wild mountain beauty of America 

culminates in the North Cascades." 

Belied by seemingly moderate alti-

tudes, it said "there is nothing quite 

like these mountains in the United 

States, even Alaska, for a northerly 

environment gives its peaks a more 

stark and elemental cast and setting. 

The Cascades are different from the 

hulking Rockies, the dazzling, sun-

drenched Sierra Nevada. They are more 

precipitous than the Olympics. Per-

haps the east face of the Tetons most 

resemble them in form, but are one line 



August 14-18, 1964 July 24-28, 1964 

LOST ARROW MODEL - CHROMOLLY STEEL 
AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL MOUNTAIN SHOP 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN GUIDE SERVICE and 

MOUNTAINEERING SCHOOL, INC. 

JOIN OUR 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK 

ROCK CLIMBING SEMINARS • NOVICE - EXPERT INVITED 

— write for illustrated brochures — 
TOM NASH, Chief Guide 

645 Waldo, S.E., Salem, Oregon • Phone 503-364-7936 

(3772-6 
ROCK 

CLIMBING 

for 

1964 

send for our free catalog 
for the finest in rock climbing gear. 

BOX 2083 • DENVER, COLO. 80201 
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of waves as compared with the Cas-

cadian ocean." Tom Miller's photo-

graphs corroborate these imposing 

claims, and superbly. 

However, Miller does not attempt to 

document the entire range but merely 

to provide a generous sampling. It is 

probably because the book is so un-

assuming in its objective that it is so 

successful in fulfilling its modest 

purpose. A fuller documentation would 

surfeit the reader and frustrate the 

climber with too many unfulfillable 

ambitions. 

But it is really the melding of Tom 

Miller's photographs with Harvey Man-

ming's text that makes the book force-

ful. For Manning fills in where Miller 

leaves off. As his photographs were 

taken according to the regimen of 

climbing parties, Miller tends to portray 

austere and frozen scenes detached 

from the world of man. Manning's docu-

mentary adds a complementary warmth 

of human involvement but also a warn-

ing about what some men are doing to 

this country. He cites evidence of the 

encircling noose of logging shows in 

the valley corridors and mining explor-

ation by helicopters on the high ridges. 

The clean world of snow and forest 

which Miller shows will not survive 

too much longer unless this area is 

better protected. 

The Mountaineers have concluded 

that this area can only survive if it is 

made a national park where commercial 

exploitation is barred. Many other 

mountaineering organizations agree. 

With federal studies of the proposal 

for a park now underway, much more 

will probably be said about this matter 

in the near future This book makes 

clear how much is at stake. 



Classified 
Ads 

1962-63 "Mountain World" now available, 
$6.95; 1960-61, $6.95; 1958-59, $6.00; 
1956-57, $6.00; 1955, $2.00; 1954, $2.00. 

SHORTY KAMPAMAT 

A new short, 50 x 22 inches, version of 

our already famous Kampamat foam 

plastic mattress. Excellent insulation 

and comfort. Light (2 lbs.) compact 

(rolls to 6 in. diam.) and comes com-

plete with carrying cover/groundsheet. 

Send for Free 1964 Catalog 

THOMAS BLACK ec SONS 

(Ogdensburg), Inc. 

930 Ford St. Ogdensburg, N.Y. 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
550 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 17, 

California. Phone MAdison 6-6729 

CUSTOM CLIMBING BOOTS 

$34.50, plus postage 

One piece upper, all leather 

lined, double stitched soles 

and Vibram soles screwed and 

cemented on. Guaranteed 

satisfactory fit. Write for 

measuring instructions. 

We also have down sleeping 

bags, down jackets, and other 

climbing gear. 

Information mailed on request. 

PETER LIMMER & SONS 
Intervale, New Hampshire 

Mountaineering Guide Service 
Box 658, Big Pine, California 93513 

CLIMBING CAMPS: June 21-27, July 19-25, August 9-15. A 

program of instruction and climbs at Palisade Glacier. 

GUIDED CLIMBS: Easy, interesting, and difficult routes 

throughout the Sierra Nevada. Reasonable rates. 

INSTRUCTION: Individual and group lessons in rock, ice, 

and snow climbing and safety. 

Write Larry Williams for information. 

Ten cents per word. Payment must be 

enclosed with all orders. 

"ROCK CLIMBING GUIDE to the 

Boulder, Colorado Area" now avail-

able, $1.25 postpaid. 46 pp., illus-

trated. Write: Outdoors United, 1415 

Kalmia, Boulder, Colorado 

BACKPACKING: Eighty-page (8 x 11) 

booklet on backpacking. Contains de-

tails on equipment, clothing, food 

recipes, menus, cooking, safety, tech-

niques, and preparations for a back-

pack trip. Price $1.40 (add 15 cents 

for mailing). Write R.C. Rethmel, 1512 

Jefferson, Alamogordo, New Mexico. 

FOR SALE: Complete sets of 1963 

issues of SUMMIT, unbound, $5 post-

paid. Index for 1963 issues, 10 cents. 

Write SUMMIT, Big Bear Lake, Calif. 

Dear Editor; 

Why do some people go to such 

lengths to destroy existing climbs? An 

example of this destruction is clearly 

shown by the brazen bolt chopping on 

Shiprock in New Mexico. There were 

about thirty bolts removed in careless 

disregard of other climbers' safety. 

The climb at Shiprock is now virtually 

impossible; there is also evidence of 

bolt-chopping in Yosemite, Tahquitz, 

and Colorado. 

We're sure that other good climbers 

will support us in our bid for greater 

safety through more bolts. 

C. M. Weaver 

B. S. Traka 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

Dear Editor: 

I read the letter of Reverend Joseph 

Smith in your April issue regarding 

liability insurance for climbers who 

take minors on mountaineering ven-

tures. I am a reasonably knowledge-

able insurance agent and the mere 
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Where Experts 
Come 

to Buy 
Join this 25-year-old sportsmen's 
cooperative whose members include 
mountaineers, professional guides, 
'campers, skiers, skin divers, sports-
men and scout leaders. Domestic 
and imported articles carefully 

screened and tested before they are offered. 
You enjoy low co-op prices and profit-sharing 
plan. Write for catalog. 

Reeteettiestaf Ereiitotteoce ?He. 
DEPT. S 

523 PIKE ST., SEATTLE 1, WASH. 

Available from 

mention of liability insurance for rock 

climbing makes me cringe. 

I have been in the insurance business 

for about 15 years, and my father be-

fore me; I have attended the two best 

insurance schools in the country and 

have seen first hand what is happen-

ing to the morals and ethics of our 

society. I hope that all mountaineers 

will ban together and keep all ques-

tions of liability to themselves, and 

others totally out of the picture. 

I first started skiing in 1934. Up 

until about 1945 there was no question 

that if a skier was hurt he assumed 

his loss. Since that time there has 

been a growing tendency for injured 

skiers to sue someone. This means 

that if I am skiing down a slope and 

some joker (usually one that doesn't 

know a Christiana from a side-step) 

bumbles out in front of me, and, there 

is a collision, that I will be subject to 

a suit; or a skier windmills as a re-

sult of catching an edge on a piece of 

rock (usually because he is exceeding 

his ability), and he sues the area on 

the grounds of poor maintenance. 

I have been hiking and backpacking 

in the mountains since 1933, and rock 

climbing since 1961, and have heard 

of no lawsuits. As with skiers, I be-

lieve that it is a basic ethical and 

fetters 
moral truth that mountaineers must 

take on themselves all risk of injury. 

This means three things: (1) the moun-

taineer should not venture into the 

wilds with anyone without knowing 

their capabilities; (2) all mountaineers 

should accept an unwritten agreement 

that they will not sue, under any pre-

text, as a result of a mountaineering 

injury; (3) that no mountaineer will 

travel with anyone who will or ever 

has sued. 

One of the essential elements of a 

mountaineer is a high degree of in-

dividualism, compounded with a high 

degree of individual responsibility and 

self-reliance. Let us not permit our-

selves to degenerate into the fast-

becoming-normal image of the person 

who sues at the drop of a hat—hard or 

otherwise. 

As far as the Reverend's question is 

concerned, my experience would indi-

cate that it would be extremely diffi-

cult to obtain the coverage he desires. 

Paul C. Manchester 

Westport, Connecticut 

SUUNTO OY COMPASSES 
Made in Finland 

5 Models Available 

Alp Sport of Colorado, Boulder, Colo. 
Gerry's Mountain Sports, Boulder, Colo. 

McGowan's Alpine Hut, Seattle and 
Portland 

Recreational Equipment, Inc., Seattle, 
Washington 

The Sport Chalet, La Canada, Calif. 

RUSS LAMB IMPORT er EXPORT 

(Wholesale Only) 

P.O. Box 30221, Dallas Texas   

502 Packframe with Model 86 Bag 
of Nylon Duck 

TRA1LWISE 
THE SKI HUT 

1615 UNIVERSITY 

AVENUE • BERKELEY 

CALIFORNIA 

Mountaineering and Knapsacking 

Equipment for 

Your Outing Enjoyment 

Catalog on Request 

J 
Your Nights Are Fine 

in Your 
Royalight or Timberline 

Sleeping Bag 
With 

Channel Block Construction 

Catalog on Request 

HOLUBAR 
Boulder, Colorado 
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Hardware 

for the climber demanding the finest his money can buy 

Look for CMI products among the other items of high 
quality alpine gear found at 

951 FOOTHILL BOULEVARD MU 1 -2104 

LA CANADA 0 CALIFORNIA 
Send for Free Catalog 

SPORT CHALET 

WHOLESALE 

ONLY 

P.O. Box 161, Montrose, California 

Recreation Unlimited Outfitters 

Featuring: CHOUINARD pitons and ca'rabiners. 

In the past two years the Chouinard hardware has not been available and many lesser quality 
imitations have sprung up to fill the gap. Finally Chouinard hardware is again available with 
new and improved variations. The Bugaboo model has been replaced by the lighter and more 
versatile "Lost Arrow." The RURP, a Chouinard original, has a new steel, stronger and better 
holding. Even the fantastic carabiner has a new stronger spring. The innovation of the "Lost 
Arrow" this year is actually an old Chouinard idea which is being materialized with quantity 
production heretofore impractical. Five sizes: Long-thick, Long-medium, Short-thin, Short-
medium, short-thick. Angles available: 11/i inch, 1 inch, 3/4-inch regular. 

Write: Recreation Unlimited Outfitters, Box 334, Homewood, California 
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.. .L'orge, Al 
and . „ „,,, us,; and her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward La-
Cross, all of Tacoma. 

Services will be announced by 
C. 0. Lynn Funeral Home. 

OLIVER DOBSON 
Oliver Dobson. 81, of Midland, 

died Sunday in a local hospital. 
He was born in Illinois and moved 
to Tacoma in 1955. 

Surviving is a sister, Mrs. Rob-
ert Wliit,7 of Atlanta, Kan. 

Services .1-111 be announced by 
the C. C. Iviellinger Funeral 
Home. 

JOSEPH REITNER SR. 
Joseph Reitner Sr., 83, of 1110 

'S. 60th St., died Monday in a local 
hospital. Nom in Germany, he 
moved to Puyallup in 1932 and 
had lived in Tacoma four years. 

He was a retired farmer and 
mill worker and a member of 
Sawmill Workers Union, Local 
No. 2633, and St. Ann's Catholic 
Church. 

Surviving are his wife. Anna• 
Joseph Jr. of Tacoma: - 

-s, Mrs. Paulirc,  




